The Right Fluff
By Nick Gillespie
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uring the Cold War,
government-financed
space missions didn’t require
much salesmanship: National
security “demanded that we
get there and do that before
the Russlues turned the
moon into a literal satellite
republic. These days, though,
spending tax dollars on such
ventures is a tougher sell,
especially since private operators
are ready and
+\ \
willing to
$.
step up to
thelaunchc
ingpad.
sl.
Gimmicks
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funding levels
healthy (remember the strategically timed “discovery”of
possible Martian life forms?).
Enter John Glenn, the very
senior U.S. senator from
Ohio who, back in 1962 as a
Mercury astronaut, became
the first man to orbit the
planet. This October, at the
age of 77, he is scheduled to
become the world’s oldest
spaceman, playing the official-and telling-role of
“payload specialist” on
shuttle mission STS-95.
But such hucksterism has
so far failed to ignite the great
boob public’s enthusiasm. It
has inspired instead mostly
comic and cynical reactions,
including a Letterman-inspired Top 10 list of changes
in NASA policy (“Tang will be
replaced with Metamucil.. .
dishes of candy will be spread
around the shuttle cabin.. .”)
and often harsh treatment by
the press. Even in Glenn’s
10

home state, a Cincirtnati
Enquirer editorial wondered
whether his ticket to ride was
a “presidential payoff for partisan service in helping to
bury the Senate investigation
into Clinton-Gore campaign
finance violations,” then suggested it was time for the millionaire pol to finally settle a
very Earth-based matter: the
$3 million debt left over from
his 1984 run at the presidency. Such attitudes may
prove harder to escape than
gravity’s pull.

Toasting Tobacco
By Jason Brooks
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t’s time to get the
country looking at the
alcohol industry in exactly
the same way we’re looking at
tobacco,” says Sandy Golden,
president of the Tampa,
Florida-based Campaign for
Alcohol-Free Kids. “We’re 10
to 15 years behind the tobacco people, and we want to
close that gap in the next year
or two.”
Golden, who was the first
executive director of Mothers
Against Drunk Driving, says,
“The alcohol industry is far
worse than the tobacco industry, if you look at the
number of years of life lost.”
Golden’s group plans a
multifront war on booze:
rn In hopes of encouraging
states to sue alcohol compa-

nies, Golden is “teaching”

groups such as the Women’s
Christian Temperance Movement to write letters to state
attorneys general. “The goal
of the letters is to determine
whether it is
possible to sue
big alcohol the
saine way as big
tobacco,” he
says. “If one
attorney general
launches a lawsuit, there will
be a domino
effect. They will
all do it.”
w Golden is
pushing for a
presidential
commission to
“address the
issue of underage drinking.”
He says a com-

mission to study and propose
new regulations on alcohol
advertising is “just a matter
of time.”
rn Golden has filed a formal petition with the Federal
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So why doesn’t Neset just
get a license? The FCC won’t
give him one for his 30-watt
transmitter, even though the
entire FM spectrum over his
farm lies fallow. Since the
Carter administration, the
agency hasn’t issued any
broadcast licenses for transmitters of less than 100 watts.
Neset is not the only victim of this policy. The Institute for Justice, which has
mounted a First Amendment
defense of Neset, reports that
over the past year the FCC has
initiated actions against approximately 100 microbroadcasters, from groups offering
original programming such
as Free Radio Berkeley to
retransmitters like Roy Neset.
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Ageless Hostilities
By Jason Brooks
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Communications Commission, calling for a rule that
would let parents screen out
alcohol ads from their television sets with V-chip technology.

Unauthorized
Transmission
By Michael W. Lynch

I

dius where he does his tilling.
The local radio station
doesn’t like the competition.
Its manager complained to
the Federal Communications
Commission’s field office,
which in turn convinced the
obviously underworked U.S.
attorney in North Dakota to
sue Neset for the crime of
broadcasting from home to
tractor without a license.

n Tioga, North Dakota, ‘.-&e
sole radio station offers
61
Y
both kinds O f music: Country
bfah. blah, ,,\ah.
and western. Roy Neset, a
local farmer, asked the station many times for a little
variety but never received
satisfaction. So Neset
made an agreement with
a Colorado talk-radio station and retransmitted
its signal from his
home satellite dish
over the five-mile raREASON
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July rally in Washington intended to rejuvenate supporters of Social Security got nasty when a group
of seniors encountered a cohort of libertarian-leaning
youth. The National Council
for Senior Citizens, an advocacy group that opposes any
changes in Social Security,
held a rally at the Capitol to
“bridge the generations” on
the issue of old-age entitlements. Seniors carried signs
bearing such messages as,
“Don’t pit the young against
the old.”
But many of the 2,000strong protesters-who consisted primarily of retired
union workers-seemed to
be more interested in preserving the welfare state than
in intergenerational harmony. When one young person asked what will happen
when the Social Security trust
fund runs out in 2029, a senior remarked with a shrug
and a smile, “I won’t be
here.”
b

